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Full speed ahead for the law school
Page Three
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Roger Williams University
By Messenger Staff
It began as a
branch ofNortheastern
University in 1919. In
1938. it became the
Providence Technical
Institute. It became a
junior college in 1956
and a four-year college
in 1967. Now. in 1992.
it is Roger Williams
University.
According to the
Carnegie Classification
of Institutions. a university is an institution
that otTers baccalaureate degrees in two
·professional disciplines." as well as a
graduate program offering a master's degree. . With such programs as architecture
and engineering. plus
with the law school on
the way. the College
Planning Council saw
fit to change the status
of the school to university.

In the recommendation. the Council
states. -nte renaming
of Roger W1ll1ams College to Roger WtUtams
University would become effective with approval by the Board of
Trustees. Implementation would begin immediately and extend
to July 1. 1993. at
which time the Law
School will officially
begin operation..... The
vote by the Board of
Trustees came in May
of 1992.
Dr.
Malcolm
Forbes. vice president
for academic affairs.
said the law school had
a major influence on
the decision. ·1 think
the pI1maIy thrust. or
initiative. was the establishment of the law
school. becausetbelaw
school is our first
graduate program."
HeatherSeigars. a
junior at RWU. doesn't

think the law school
should have caused a
name change. "One
more major doesn't
make a university."
Forbes said he has
received a positive response from students
and from the town of
Bristol. Sean Sullivan.
a junior at RWU. said,
·1 think it's good. It will
increase the status of
the school. It will look
good to the public."
Junior Shaun
LaJeunesse said. ·Because ofthe diversity of
the programs offered
here, I think it's better
for our sake."
Not all students
have regarded the
change as warmly.
however. ·If university
status means" the
Trustees drive Crown
Vletor.las. it'snotwoqll
it.· said Eric Lefghtoh.
a third-year architecture student.
Some
faculty

weren't pleased either. tion. ·Everyone I know read ·college. '"
Some students
Norman Tierney. a has had their financial
professor in the School aid cut, and I think it's reflected this ·craziSteven
of Business. said. .By because of the law ness."
Brobston. a sophochanging the status. schoo!."
·Somebody·s get- more, said, -ne signs
they're merely trying to
stay up with competi- ting rich," said junior look stupid with 'university' plastered over
tion. By competition. I Micky L1sitano.
mean prestige. I think
Forbes disagrees ·college.·..
Forbes added that
this is ludicrous."
with the idea that the
Sophomore Jamie name change is costing the diplomas for the
W1lk1nson echoed this students money. ·1 Class of 1993 will read
response. ·It seems doubt it will be very ·university." an idea
kind of stupid. It was costly at all." Even that some seniors don't
only changed for pres- though it is necessary seem to like. Cheryl
tige."
to order materials with Castiglia offered a sug·university" on it rather gestion to curb any
The topic of the than ·college," Forbes opposition the seniors
money involved with said it is just a matter may have with the idea.
the name change was of ordering these mate- ·1 think we should have'
common among stu- rials for the 1993-94 a choice on whether we
dents. ·Since we're a year.
want 'college' or 'union our diploversity'
university. where ~s the
Forbes admitted
money going? Is it go- things are ·a bit crazy" mas. Wewere enrolled
ing to financial aid?" dUring the transition at a college (for three
asked Paula Bianchi. a period. "We're using years)."
fourth-year architec- 'university' right now in
Some suggested
ture student.
that
the
school doesn't
order to get used to it.
A response by Some of the signs have seem to fit the 'univerStephanie Grasso. a changed. some have sity'moniker. Sophojunior. seemed to an- not. The admissions
swer Bianchi's ques- materials for Hiis year
See Not, page 15

New era begins
at WQRI
By Sean LeWIS
Copy Editor

If you spent any
time in Bristol or the
surrounding area this
summer. you may have
noticed something dtfferent inthe air. WQRI.
the student-run radio
station at RWU. had
temporarily ceased
transmitting for the
summer.
The decision to
shut down the station.
which operates on the
assigned frequency of
88.3 megahertz. came
about as a result of
being understaffed
dUring summer break.
The non-student disc
jockeYs. or d~ays as
they are referred to in
the broadcasting field.
that the station norma1ly utll1zes to fill in
the gaps in summer
programming were not
eligible to work at the
station this summer.
The Student Senate
handed down a decJsion
at the end of last se-

mester that said. in effect. that in order to be
eligible to be a d~ay or
hold a board pOsition
at the station the individual in question had
to be a student in some
shape or form.
This action came
after the Senate rece1ved complaints from
students who were being harassed and mistreated by non-students who worked at
the radio station dUring
the year. It was agreed
that the station was
ortginally intended to
be run ·by and for the
students of Roger Wlll1ams University." Aiter investigating the
allegations. the Senate
decided that under the
conditions that existed,
the radio station was
not progressing along
these lines.
"The Senate decided that the students
" weren't being catered
by the system that exSee WgRl. page 4

Architecture
accreditation
approved
By Joe Barrufaldl
Staff Writer
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The School of Architecture received
good news this summer with offiCial word
of the extension of the
program's accreditation term. In a letter
from Linda Sanders,
" president of the National Architectu'ral
Accrediting Board".
RWU President Natale
A Sicuro received confirmation that a five
year extension had
been approved.
A report. filed by
the team that visited
the school in April, was
filled with both praise
and concern for the
architecture program.
The SChool ofArchitecture has progressed
substantially. but
much work remains if
the school is to continue

at the high level it has
established for itself. To
the credit of the entire
university community,
the team noted that all
71 areas that were to
be addressed since the
first visit have been
have been conformed
with.
In a statement
that speakswell ofboth
the program and the
students it graduates,
the report states, ·Ifthe
desire for more learning
is the mark of the educated person. the
school is doing its job
well in turning out
persons who understand themselves. their
degree of educational
attainment and their
continuing need for
growth and maturity."
In outlining the
programs ::>trengths.
See SChool, page 15
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Revision to student
handbook
The Student We Office and the office of the Director
of Auxiliary and Student Activities have announced a
change in page 52 of the Student Handbook. In the
section Administrative HearingAgenda, sections four and
five should read as follows:
"4. Explanation ofincident by person filing complaint
and their witness(es). Information must directly relate to
the incident (Hearing Officer shall determine the
information's relatedness, and therefore, its admissibility
to the case).
a. questions from the Hearing Officer.
5. Explanation ofincidentby the accused student and
their witness(es). Information must directly relate to the
incident (Hearing Officer shall determine the information's
relatedness, and therefore, its admissibility to the case).
a. questions from the Hearing Officer."
This revision eliminates the following from section
fu~

J

"Questions from the student charged with violations."
It also eliminates the following from section five:
"Questions from the person filing the complaint." ,
Student We and Auxiliary and Student Activities
,Director William O'Connell ask that students clip the
above revision out of the newspaper and put it in the
handbook on page 52.

Join in our celebration of
dedicating the area on campus
chosen for the
ROGER WILLIAMS UNNERSITY

Spiritual Center

'§

.

Tuesday, September 22, 5-5:30 p.m.
Bristol Campus
by the pond
Original Music by Will Ayton

t

Special Thanks For On-Going Involvement Go To:
John Acevedo
Will Ayton
Joseph Baruffaldi
Martha Christina
Ed Cifune
Peter Cippola
David Cook
Ted Delaney
Dorothea Doar
Paul Donnelly
RuiJ- Duarte
Ed Gardner
Mark Gould
Andrew Grace

Rev. W. Douglas Grant
Bruce Greene
Eleni Karapa
Donna Lambert
Mark P. Lepage
Lori E. Loughlin
Ricco Malozzi
Robet McKenna
Bill McQueen
Robert Mencarini
Andrea Montalbano
Matthew Mosey
Michael Nee
Margaret Norton
Bill O'Connell

Brian Potter
Lori Robertson
Raj Saksena
Ed Shaw
Natale A. Sicuro
Michael Street
Michael Suchocki
Robert Swinburne
Phil Szenher
Gail Trachenberg
Matt White
Robert White
Michael Zareva
Rev. Henry Zinno

Members of the Spiritual Committee

=

Zane Anderson ml Ulker Copur
Canon Clifton Daniels m Karen Haskell
U Fran Katzanek U Skip Learned m Lori Loughlin U Robert Mencarini m
Mike Redding m Father Alfred Ricci M Betty van Iersel 00 Lois Westerlund

Get the low down on Hollywood.
.Read Cultural Ellte in The Messenger.

,

. Create a dynamic first impression .
with a professional resume by

.RoToCo IMPRESSIONS
Resumes 0 Typing 0 Career marketing
Complete service, from development to
printing. Cover letters. Follow-up letters.
Free consult.

346 Wood Street, Bristol 253-8970
10% student discount
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Law school proceeding
quickly as it prepares
for 1993 openin.g
The Messenger

At this point in
time the site of the new
School of Law is nothing more than a ditch
to most of us. However,
to the School of Law's
administration, this
ditch is the future.
Vice President and
Dean of the School of
Law, Anthony Santoro
alongwith theAssistant
Dean Christal Ertel and
Student Recruiter CraJg
Bennett have beenbusy
recruiting students
from around the country. All three are confident . that the law
school's first class will
be in place on the
scheduled opening date
next fall.
Posters with information request
founs have been sent
to fouryearcolleges and
universities around the
country. Dean Ertel
and Bennett have been
vJ.$lU

mission process is a
rolling admission so
applicants will be considered as their applications are received.
"Our feasibility
study for the Law
School targeted 109
students for the Day
Division and 55 students for the Extended
Division." Ertel stated.
Lbe Extended Division
is designed for people
with family obligations
andjob obligations that
are still interested in
studying law."
The Day division
will cOnsist of classes
held dUring the day
Mondaythrough Friday
and will take three years '
to complete. The Extended
Division's
c ~ will meet two
nights a week and Saturday mornings. A
student enrolled in this
division will be required
to .go another year.
Prospective students will be required
to take the LSAT exams

law."
Applications are
also being accepted at
this time for faculty
members. The two positions that the School
ofLaw's administration
is interviewing for at
this time are Law Librarian and Associate
Dean. The administration feels that these
two positions need to
be filled before applications from interested
professors are reviewed. "Dozens of
.unsolicited applications have been sent to
us already." Ertel
stated.
, . Applicants for
faculty positionswill be
expected to have their
Doctorate Degree, and
previous teaching experience at an American Bar Association
(A.B.A.) accredited law
school.
Accreditation of
the School of Law by
the American Bar Association depends upon

gland and other MidAtlantic states, talking
to interested students
about what Roger WtlIiams School ofLaw has
to offer. Catalogs are
being sent to all who '
havetnquiredaboutthe
school as well.
·We've received
oVer 1000 phone calls
from interestedpeople."
Bennett said. -nte law
school application is in
the catalog, so we expect a great amount of
the people tnterested to
apply." The deadline
for submitting an application for ad~ion
to the School of Law is
May I, 19~. The ad-

ately. Besides the LSAT
scores college level
GPAs will be considered
for acceptance as well.
-We want prospective
students to know we
are looking beyond the
LSATand their GPAbut
they are major requtrements."
Ertel explained,
·We will be considering
any graduate ,work
done, job experience,
community activities,
military experience,
and many other aspeets, but the LSAT
scores
and
the
student's GPA are two
strong indicators for
success in the study of

including financial
capital, the physical
plant, and the stze of
the library. The school
must also have its own
Board ofTrustees, and
no fewer than six full
time faculty' members.
The A.BA wants
to see the self-reliance
of the law school as a
separate entityfrom the
college or university it
is ¢filiated with. With
all aspects fulfilling
A.BA requirements,
the entering class next
fall will be graduating
from a fully accredited
law school in three
years.

By Michelle Maher
Staff Wnter

the school. Resources

Miss XIS topic:
Roommate problems
If you have a problem, drop'it off at
the Messenger office by
Tuesday, September 22
<rlease include nam,e, ~ddress and phone number with letter.
These will not be printed in the Miss X's coulmn.)

~

I
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WQRI hopes restructuring brings in more students
From page 1

isted." noted Tony
Ferreira. coordinator of
student activities and
co-advisor to the radio
station. "It put WQRI
in a position where it
was decided that it
would' be shut down
untU the fall semester."
It was the Monday
follOWing graduation
commencement that
the station ceased
broadcasting. Many of
the local listeners were
surprised to find that
the station had gone off
the air. "I used to listen
to D.J. Rich (a fonner
morning personality at
the station who was
affected by ~he Senate's
decision) on my way to
work." . said Steve
Medeiros of Bristol. "I
wondered what had
happened. When Itried
to tune in one day. all I
got was static."
With approximately 50 percent ofthe
staff eliminated due to
their non-student status. the returning
members of the staff
faced an impressive
task: rebuilding the
structure ofthe !'tation
from the bottom up.

Part of this reorganization included
mailing surveys to the
students to get their
opinion on what direction the station should
take to better serve the
students. Ferreira said
that it was a well received effort on the part
of WQRI, with a good
percentage of the surveys mailed back and
an even larger number
continue to be dropped
off in the survey return
boxes, which are located in the library and
Student Union.
At the first meeting of the semester.
which took place on
Labor Day. the returning staffgot a first hand
look at what they had
to work with. There
were five vacant positions on the board. one
of which had been vacated the week before
school startedwhenthe
fonner Program Director transfered to another college.
These spots.
which ranged from onair director to promotions. were filled by
~hose in attendance
who were elected by a

show of hands among tured alternative prothe staff present. After gramming) and Fun
the board members Spew (a heavier alterwere elected. the first natlve/hardcore/punk
board meeting was slot). and the results of
held.
the surveys. prompted
It was at this the board to allow for a
meeting that the "new" concentration on difWQRI began to be ferent fonnats different
forged out of the rem- days of the week.

"1 see a lot ofpotential to swpass
anything the station~
done in
the past and to have an organization that the college community
can be proud of. We also want the
input of students, and 1 would
encourage anyone interested to
attend the station meetings."

ever

-Andy Ac:lfuniak
On-air director, WQRI

nants of what had
transpired. good and
bad. in the months beforehand. A groundwork was laid out including an overhaul of
the format (the type of
music a station plays)
scheduling and the fine
tuning of some of the
station rules.
The success ofthe.
Super Sunday formats
of last semester. which
featured Back 2 BassX
(a rap/R&B show). Alternations (which fea-

Under the new
system. the station will
playa mix of contemporary and classic rock
Monday thru Saturday
from six a.m. to six
p.m., at which point the
focus would shift to a
specialty, fonnat until
midnight.
This move. it is
hoped. will give the.
station the diversity
some criticized it for
lackinginthepast. One
person who believes
that it will is Shelley

Errington, fonnernews
director and current coprograming director at
WQRI. "I believe that
there's a lot 'more focus
to whatwere doing now.
The non-students were
hard workers; they deserve credit for that.
But now we're all in the
same boatl and I think
that some: of the goals
ofthe statiQn ate clearer
because of that."
The station had
received a number ·of
complaints from students relating to the
lack of courtesy displayedtowards them by
non-students working
at WQRI. In one incident, a student wanting to work at the station was allegedly told
by a non-student that
"the station didn't hire
students."
News of the
changes have also
sparked interest among
the studentbody. "They
definitely need the variety'" said Julie Kann.
a sophomore. "It (the
station) needs to reflect
the diversity of the
campus it's located on.
It sounds like they're
on the right track."
Andy Adamiak.

Take A Walk
Sign up for the tour of a lifetime.
Spend three weeks in

viSIting game parks,
snorkeling in the Indian Ocean
and learning about Arabic and African culture,
.all while obtaining credit at RWU.
If the trip is to fly,
you must register now
See Mr. Pauly in CH141 (Engineering)

As Soon As Possible

who assumed the position of on-air director.
explained how he felt
about having to buUd a
program up from the
ground floor. "It gives
WQRI the opportunity
to have a blank slate.
What happened with
some ofthe deejays last
semester. the disciplinary things.' et
cetera, is in the past. I
see a lot of ~tential to
surpass anything the
stations ever done in
the past and to have an
orginazatlon that the
college community can
be proud of. We also
want the input of students. and I would encourage anyone interestec1 to attend the station meetings."
Though they have
their work cut out for
them. the staffofWQRI
appears ready to take
on that challenge. The
station has already resumed broadcasting
with returning deejays
only on a scattered
schedule. They hope to
have things back to
normal in a few weeks
after they train incoming deejays. but until
then just try to tune in
and see whatyou think.
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A letter from the editor
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"Marrted With ChUdien~"Shelqoks good.
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yes.
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To thuea_

.

With the summer came relaxation for most. Not so with me. I was busy working on
a paper that is already two days late. Sony about the inconvenience this may have caused.
Now that things are settled around here. we'll be publtshing every other Tuesday. starting
with the September 29th issue.
Anyway. enough apologies. Let's talk bUsiness. Returning students hopefully have
noticed a feW style changes the editorial staff and I have made. Six columns instead of five.
new logo for the paper. Nothing earth-shattering. really. but we're just trying to subtly
make the paper look better.
,
We have also cut our advertiSing rates by 15 percent. Full page ads are $153. half
page ads are $85. quarter page ads are $59.50. eighth page ads are $32 and sixteenth page
ads are $21.25. For anyone involved with the school. tneluding students. ads are. as
always. halfprice. Classtfted ads are only $2. Adverttslng manager Chuck Shaw. business
manager Usa Vem1 and I are hoping that this change will help stimulate our ad revenue
even higher than before.
In order to better let the students' voices be heard. we have changed our letters policy.
More detalls are in the box below.
New features will be added to the newspaper as well. An advice column, called "Ask
Miss X." is on its way in the next issue. Miss X will be answering letters about roommate
problems for her first column. so if you have any, drop them off at the Messe~erofItce in
.the basement of the Student Union. (Just don't forget to adhere to our letters poHcy.)
We've added ll.u: Torture Garden. a national affairs column to give you. the reader.
a better perspective on what is going on in the world. In cooperation with the Dean's
Diversity Councll. we've added Tossed SiWW. a column that will give you a better perspective on what it is ltke to be labeled a minority.
Whlle not in this issue. The Refridgerator. our comics page. and the Top Nine Lists
will return next issue.
Wltat hasn't changed about ~ Messe~eris its style of reporting. We will try to be
as hard-hitting as ever in our coverage of on-campus events. We want you to be tnfoniled
about every move admtntstration makes and every Student Senate decision. We warit you
to hear the words of every possible speaker that comes to the campus. We also want to
keep you updated on RWU Hawks sports and on as much on and offcampus entertainment
as possible.
This is a hard task, but one that comes easy to us. And if you read an article and say
to yourself. "I could do this." then please do. We always enjoy new faces coming down and
helping us out. We have staffmeetings every Tuesday night from 7:00 until 8:00, so come
on down and become a part ofllls: Messe~er. It's fun. and it looks great on a resume!
At this point. I'd like to say thank you to one our stafTwriters who is not coming back
to J.:lll:. Messenger. Karen Snyder was unable to come back to RWU for the fall semester.
She Wd a gr:eat wrtter..and she Will be missed. Tbank$ (or all YO)U" help.. ~
I'd also like to announce that RWU isn't the only one that has gone through a name
change. One of our staffwriters. W1lHam Darby. has changed his name to Scott. This was
his original name. and he felt it was time to go back to the begtnntng. as it were, If anyone
else has a name change to announce. feel free to tell us and we'll publish it for you.
I hope everyone enjoys this issue. I speak for the whole staff when I say that I'm
looking forward to bringing RWU more quality work in the comtng academic year.
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The Torture Garden:

Lunchtime:

The plight of East Timor

New School Name"
Same Old School Suck-up

By Joshua Clement
Columnist

:Dlt Torture .Gm::

.w:n. I chose the title of
this column from a
bookofthe same name
by Octave Henri Marie
Mirbeau. For me, the
two words evoke a piquant and somewhat
terse assessment of
reality. The reality to
which I will direct this
columnnow and inthe
coming months, but
certainly not exclusive
to, is the government,
their blatantly rapacious biped bosses,
BIG busmess and their
sycophantic henchmen, the mass media.
At this point,
there are a number of
you conservative defenders of the statQs
quo who will automatically tag me as a
"radical" liberal. It is
very unfortunate
(though not surprising) that these two
words' have become
taboo in a society
supposedlY founded
on democratic ideals.
The word "radical" is
derived from the Latin
for root, radtealts. To
,get to the root or origin
of say, gosh, let's see,
a problem, yo~ must
be radical
Theword "liberal"
is 'derived from the
Latin liberalis, which
means pertaining to,
or befitting a freeman.
To be a liberal in· political affairs is to favor
progress or reform.
.When all else fails, pick
up a dictionary. You
will be completely and
utterly astounded!
As is so'often the
casewith me, I dJgress.
The point I am so circuitously trying to
make is that reality,
as presented to us, is
clouded by false
prophets, maniacal
mercantilists and
journalists (redundant? So be it). The
democratic ideals
within which this
country purports to
operate, as applied to
foreJgn policy,is a case
in point.
It would, of
course, be a truly
wonderful thing if our
government
conducted its foreign
policy on the basis of
humane and democratic principles. But,
as is so often the case,
it has not (Panama,
Nicaragua, Iraq, Guatemala, Dominican
Republic, Grenada ad

nauseam...). One part1cularatrocity that has
not received the 'attention it deserves, for
obvious reasons, is the
situation in EastTImor.
East TImor is a
tiny country in Indonesia just to the north
of Australia, In 1520,
the Portuguese landed
in TImor in search of
Sandalwood trees. Dividing the island with
the Dutch, they stayed
for over 400 years.
During this period, the
Dutch and Portuguese
became prosperous
while the people of
TImor languished.
Indonesia, with a
population of 180 million people, is the ~
most populated country in the world. There
are two million square
kilometers of land,' divided up into 13 thousand islands spread
across almost five
thousand kilometers of
ocean. Indonesia is the
twelfth largest oU producer in the world and
the largest exporter of
liqUid natural gas.
Other natural re-

big industrial powers
of the West did nothing to implement
these resolutions.
U.S. Senator
Daniel
Patrick
Moynihan describes,
in no uncertain
terms, his role in the
invasion. "The U.S.
wtshed thingS to turn
out as they did, and
worked to bring this
about. The Department ofState desired
that the United Nations prove utterly
ineffective in whatever measures it undertook. This task
was given to me, and
I carried it foIWard
with no inconsiderable success."
Some· of these
western powers, in-:
eluding the U.S.,
Canada and Britain,
stlll continue to sell
weapons to Indonesia, weapons which
are used against the
people ofEast TImor.
In November of 1991,
between 180 and 250
TImorese were kUled
by squads of heavily
armed Indopeslan

SOl11'CeS tnelude nickel,

so

tin, gold, silver, copper,
rubber, palm oU, coco-

nut, sugar cane, tea,
coca and timber. It is a
stage perfectly SUited
for marionette and
puppeteer.
The East Timor
.struggle for indepen.dence and an end to
Portuguese colonial
control reached a
tUrning point in 1974,
when three political
partieswere formed. Of
the three, .Frente
Revolucionaira do
TImor Leste Independente (Fretllin) , which
advocated immediate
independence and was
the most popular with
the people, tookcontrol
of East TImor by September 1975.
On December 7,
1975, Indonesia invaded East TImor, annexed it and proceeded
to instigate a near
genocidal slaughter of
its people. By the sprtng
of 1976, 200 thousand
people - nearly a third
ofthe entire population
ofEastTlmor- had beea
kUled!
In December 1975 '
andAprU 1976, the UN
passed resolutions
call1ng for Indonesian
withdrawal from East
TImor. Since 1975, ten
UN resolutions have
been passed reaffirming EastTInor's right to
independence. But the

.

supplied M-16 rifles.
This atrocity is,
unfortunately, the
rule and not the exception when trying
to see through the
miasma of U.S. foreign policy. As long
as U.S.-based business, commerce,
agribusiness and finance can gain
dominance, all else,
including human life,
is irrelevant.
With the tacit
consent of the mass
media and a winkand
a nod from big business, the U.S. government is free to
crush any and all
democratic or nationalistic movements as theySee fit.
Why doesn't the
public cry out and put
an abrupt end to
these abhorrent
practices? .Unfortunately, the powers
that be (and were)
have constructed a
systemto ensure that
the population remains passive (television?), ignorant
(mass media in general) and apathetic
(the former two combined?). UntIl the
-bewildered herd"
wakes tip, the U.S.
government and their
partners in crime will
continue their stampede.

By ChriS Zammarelli
Used Car Dealer

Welcome to Roger
W1lliams University!
Yes, the name of the
school has been
changed,
ending
months of speculation,
demonstrations and
intensepieeaUng. Now
we all have a new
tongue twister to work
on: RWU.
Unless, of course,
you, through the
amazing democratic
capabilities of a newspaper. think of a better
name. Yes, it's time
for...
The Super Big
Messenur Name The
University Contest!
All you have to do
is write down your
name, phone number
and idea fora new name
on a piece of paper.
Then you drop it off at
the MesseNer office by
Monday. It's just that
easy. -The person with
the best suggestion will
see her or his name and
s
iIi
receive a picture of
ChaiIman of the Board
of Trustees Ralph R
Papitto.
And now, today's
column. I was at home
recently,
looking
through the maU for my ,
copy of Wa..fflemaking
Today. It's a great
magazine. I read it every month. I can now
make a waffle shaped
like Student Life Director Mark Capoza,
with the bow tie and
everything.
Anyway, before I
had a chance to find
out how to make Wafile
shaped likeAbe Vigooa,
I noticed that my parents had received
something from the
University. I opened it
up and read the following:
'""
"When writing
your will, you always,
want to remember all
those you love. Your
spouse and children
come
first,
of
course...But there are
also others you love.
"You may also
want to remember
Roger
Williams
College.. .I mean, University.What came next
was a brilliant and
eloquent plea for our
house. I'm guessing
that they want the
house because I don't
have a yacht, any jew-

elry or a first-born son.
What I'm trying to
figure out is why would
the school want my
house, seeing that U's
located inEast Podunk,
Massachusetts, and all.
I did some heavy research (I drank a bottle
of cinnamon schnapps
and looked under my
bed) and discovered
that the University of
Roger Williams in
Bristol (subliminal
name
suggestion)
wants to start a Massachusetts branch of the
school in East Podunk.
What follows is a
rough draft of some of
the course offerings at
the new East Podunk
Branch of the J.
Danforth Quayle Uving
Memorial University
and Potatoe Farm (another name idea):
PIg Farming 101:
This course, taught by
my father, teaches students how to teach a
house-broken Vietnamese pot-bellied pig
to do such tricks as sit,
lle
wn
d lay

,:

A note to readers
o~MesseIl£er:Inthe

interest of making
money, I have taken on
a number of sponsors
for my column, who will
be distributing Lunch'1!mtmemorabUta to the
bUying public. Here'sa
small list of Lunchtime
products:
Lunchtime Action
Figures, featUring me,
MilliVan1ll1,JackClark .
and everyone's favorite,
Natale A Sicuro, president of Marto Gabell1
University (yet another
subliminal name suggestion).
Lunchtime 'RoseTinted Sunglasses, for
the modern Rhode Island law student.
LUDchtime lunchboxes, featUring Ralph
Papitto, 'chairperson of
.the Board of Trustees
at Mt. Hope Bay University (.Am I stealing
all the good ideas or
what?), dressed in a
tutu. Comes with a
yellow and mau~ plaid
Thennos bottle..'
hats.

Dlaneyana: This
course is taught by my
mother, who isa Disney
freak. Students will be
~qutred to memorize
such facts as the date
that
Euro-Dlsney
opened, Walt Disney's
birthday and current
body temperature and
the date that Mickey
Mouse lost his virginity. The advance course
will require students to
make Belgian waffles
that look and taste like
Mickey. '

DisneyWorld they have
those hats with the
. mouse ears'that only
self-res~Ung' adults
.seem to wear around
'the park because' the
kids think they look
ridiculous?
Well,
Lunchtime hats .are
similar. Instead of
mouse ears, t~ough,
these come with Perot
ears.
The offlcial soundtrack to Lunchtime. It
features music by my
favorite bands. such as
Bad Music 101.5 Morbid Apgel, Napalm
FM: This course will Death, Fiank Sinatra
feature my personal and Right Said Fred.
music collection. StuLunchtime maridents will learn how to juana. for future
judge how bad an al- politicans. No smoke
bum is using five to inhale.'
qualifications: lousy
Lunchtime Quayle
productionvalue,lousy and Papitto to English
musicianship, avall- dictionary. Like any
abUity on vinyl, some- otherdictionary, except
thing I can't remember every word ends with
and ifPRO-FM plays it. either the letter 'e' or
Requiredlistentng the letter '1.'
for the course includes
Lunchtime Serany ofthe Men Without ault 240 automobile.
Hats albums, Barry Comes with $10,000 in
Manilow Live, Tiny the glove compartment
Tim'sGreatestHitsand so you cane bribe your
Dance,RqJa,Dance(I1le favorite elected offiCial.
Soundtrack To South
Lunchtime brand
Indian Films).
Condoms, when you
If you are inter- want to stretch the
ested in taking any of truth.
these courses, please
Lunchtime Vegleave a check made out etarian Deli Loaf.
toChrisZ8mmarell1for
and, my favorite...
$40,000 underneath
Lunchtime beer.
thetoasterinthesnack Same beer buzz: tastc;..s
bar.
just like chicken.
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Tossed Salad:

To grow up Hispanic in the United States
By Candy Salazar
Staff Wnter

The
column
TOSsed. SAlad wl1l be
appearing periodically this year and expresses the experiences and views ofthe
different cultures
within the RWU community.
In speaking ofminority groups I would
lJke to take the time to
express my thoughts on
the Hispanic society,
since I belong to this
group. Let me take a
moment to share my
thoughts, feelings and
hopes that involve being a member of this
minority.
As you know, almost all Hispanics
come to this country in
search of a new way of
life. Some escape from
poverty, others escape
from political oppression, but they all look
for new opportunities
and the American'
dream to become a reality for them. . Once
they come to the United

State-s, they encounter She told me, "Don't ever born American ever
other problems that expect people to treat entered my mind. I
theydidnotfaceintheir you well. You are dif- suffered and lcr1ed and
native country, such as ferent, which is great, I wished people would
discI1m1nation, isola- but it means that you see me and treat me
tion and other assorted will have to work twice lJke anybody else, but
hardships.
. as hard in order tofulfill deep down inside I
When I was old all your goals in life." didn't care. If it bothenough to understand So, by th~se words, I ered somebody, than it
that Iwas not JJke every have tried to ltve every- was just too bad.
otherAmer1canchUdon day of my life.
When you are
my block, my mom once
When you con- HJspank, society labels
told me, "You are His- sider all the minority you as "drug dealer:
panic. That makes you
a minority, and you
'When you consider all the minority
should be very proud of
groups
that exist in our society, one
that."
needs to realize the hardships that
I remember thinkthey encounter in being accepted."
ing, -Wow. I was a mi-Candy Salazar
nority. " What did
that really mean and
what did it make me?
Then as I went through groups that exist in our "thief," and "welfare regrade school the differ- society, one needs to cipient" instantly.
ences became more realize the hardships There were days when I
evident. I was called a that they encounter in couldn't stand it. It
"spic," a "dirty His- being accepted~ 'It becomes diftlcuh when
panic, " and even- would be great not to people' don't ~st you
"brown sugar." All this consider what cuhure because you're Hisin reference to my one comes from, but panic. It happens and
heritage. I grew to un- that is easter said than you can always tell
when someone takes
derstand the true done.
meaning of "minority."
When I think back everything with them
My mother also to when I was a small when they leave the
helped me to fully chUd, I don't ever re- room.
comprehend what was member a day or a time
People also asreally going on when I that the thought of sume that you or your
was twelve years. old. ha~ ~ed'~ be brother~.fnends'are

major drug dealers, no
matter what. you say,
and, of course, you're
also automatically on
welfare. It is true that
there are those of us
who are drug dealers
and do live on food
stamps, but it is a pity
when society has to label you a certain way
for the rest of your life,
jUstbecauseyou belong
to a certain cuhure.
No wonder kids
nowadays don't want to
even admit to speaking
Spanish or another
foreign language and
much less belonging to
a certain race. It's hard
to feel proud. Society
places too much emphasis on what color
your skin is and what
language you speak. If
minorities were treated
well, then maybe we
would not create so
many deferises to protect ourselves from
those who discourage
us.
Let us take a look
at the options you have
ifyou are discriminated
against. Well, there is
not much you can do.

Some of us take it lying
down, whUe others fight
until the end. It's all
due to the fact that it's
so hard to fit in. So in
essence, you make sure
you rematnasyourown
person or accept being
treated this way. For
some of us it's easier to
accept it rather than
fight it. This is because
we are the minority
among the majority.
This goes along
with careers, too. Once
poor Hispanic minorities and other minorities feel that all they
deserve in life is a factory job, who can
change their minds?
Everyone should be
encouraged to obtain a
professional job and
become the best they
can be, no matter who
they are.
Minorities should
feel secure in such a
progressive country
and with the self-assurance that here they
can attain their goals..
Let us all remember
that we are allintruders in this great land
we call America.
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John Berry: Can Russia survive Westernization?
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equal to seven dollars
Beny found MLU
Rather ~an help- population owns 98
right now. The current to be "more fonnidable. ing the Russians. Beny percent of the wealth.
monetary system is set eUtist and strict" than beUevesWesternization The wealth is centered
When commu- up in dollars. The av- RWU. Hecreditsthisto is hurting them. "Rus- on Moscow and St. Penism fell. the Western erage salary for a Rus- the fact that there is sia has the richest tersburg." He adds.
powers hailed it as a sian is about eJght to "no concept of college supplyofoil.caviarand ''Moscow hasgone from
triumph of democracy. ten dollars. The current as business at MLU." diamond. Since the the cheapest place to
Since then. the West inflation rate is 20 to He added. "lfoundMLU Russiansarebehindin live in Europe to the
has put a substantial 25 percent a month.
to be more stricter even technology. this hasn't fourth most expensive
amount of money into
This is a bleak than the Ivy League been used in 70 years. in 6 months. n
Russia. Has this helped picture. especially for a schools."
The Russtans didn't tap
With living condithe Russian people - society that Beny
their sources. tions the way they are.
cope with a rapidly says is now emThere are Uterally Benycites a resurgence
changing society?
bracing money as
'7 would be stopped by
bilUons of gallons incommunism. "People
-, AccordingtoJohn status symbol.
policea,adlcouldpay
of oil waiting to be say. 'At least there was
Beny. the answeris no. ''Russia has gone
them just a dollar and
used."
food on the table then.'
Berry has been ob- from a superpower
they would go QIUQII.
Wh1chiSwhy It doesn't matter if
servingRussiansociety to a Third World
You could shoot
the West is inter- communism. socialsomeone in Moscow,
ested in putting ism. fascism or democfor the past six months ,country in the
or so as a student at span of a year."
money into Rus- racy is in power in RusMoscow Linguistics
When asked If
then bribe the cop and
sia. ''When the sia. as long as there is
University. He is a part the situation was
he wUI take care
U.S. ambassador food on the table." ,
offuestudentexchange comparable to
qfthe body.
to Russia adThe government
program between RWU Germany of the
-John Berry
dressed Congress, has seemingly lost a
and MLU that has also twenties. when inhe said it would grip on the situation.
sent Russian_ student flatton destroyed
be in our financial 'There is no set law. It
He also found best interests to invest is changed every day.,
Mikhail Dvorak to the the economy, paving
U.S. this semester.
the way for Hitler and Russian students to be in Russia. 'Our' finan- (Boris) Yeltsin wl1l pass
Beny was also in the Nazis, Benypointed more intelligent that cial interests. Our a decree. it is not enRussia in 1989 and some signiftcant differ- _American students. greed interests. The forced. so the next day.
made compariSOns be- ences. ''There is no 'ThJsmaybecause they Russiansocietyisready he passes another detween the Russian so- strong leader. There is are not consumption to be raped and pillaged cree."
Cietythenandnow. "In no one -to gather the orientated." He said. by the West."·
He adds. "The
1989. pertstolka and masses. no Hitlers or" "At MLU. the students'
Similarto the U.S.• people are paying Uttle
gI8snostwerejustideas MussoUnis, to put that life revolves aroundBenj says a small attention to the govbeing thrown around. in a negative Ught."
their studies. while here percentageoCthepeople enunent and none to
.The countiy was re-While there is no life revolves around so- own a large percentage the pollee...this is as
of the wealth. '1 think close to anarchy as 1
form.tng slowly. There leader. "the masses are cial life."
was only a s~l trickle there. I saw 80 thouIn the past six it's something like six "have seen."
of western ideas. Now sand people in Red months. this has percent of the Russian
The police are
there is an overwhelm- Square demonstrating changed. Berry being gIut ofWestem aas. on May Day.... wais aft lle\id"lhe qu
cars. clotlies, food, overwhelming sea of erDJzation process has
.nJght clubs."
people."
cOIT\1ptedtheRussians
The influx of
Berry also says in his age group. "Iwas
Western corporations therewasmorepation- watching Russian 1V
has promoted this aliStic pride in 19208 and four or five people
westernization process, Germany then there is were watching '90210.'
but not for the Russian now. "I took cabs ev- I was nauseated." people. "A friend of erywhere and talked to
Beny sees this as
.mine had a job in con- the cabbies. We went part of the over-satu- .
tracting. They had to to statues of things rationofWestemideals
build condominiums such as the space pro- in the Russian ideas.
for $2 milUon a piece, gram. We saw this one ''They want it all."
and they were sold al- of a couple holding the.
A lot of what they
ready, to the Japanese. hammer and sickle. want is American.
to Nabisco, to PhilUp andthecabdrtversaid. "Russians go to .stores
Morris. No one wants 'Back then we had and see Oreos and
to live the Russian life- pride.'"
cheese balls. which
style."
Beny added that they have never seen
. BenyhimseIftried in 1989. "even though before. It doesn't matto live on cabbage. you could feel the de- ter what it is. If it is
sausage, potatoes and pression and despair. American. theywantit."
tea. "I hated it. It's you could also feel the
Berry says the
cheap, butit'snot worth hope. The-yeople were Russians are willing to
it. I could spend five in charge of their des- do anything to live the
bucks to get a meal at tiny." Even at the once Western life-style. This
the nicest restaurants proud colleges. "aca- even means such
in Moscow."
demia is no longer a things as prostitution.
This is the attitude concern. Why spend "If a woman wants the
held by the foreigners - the time to get a useless clothes and stuff of the
in'Russia, which makes piece of paper?"
West. almost the only
life even more difficult
In the past, a big choice is prostitution.
for the Russians. "In contrast between the Eighty-five percent of
the United States, we U.S. and Russia was the women I knew in
segregatethehomeless the basis of which Russiahadprostituted
from us, but in Russia peoplewerejudged. "In themselves. In one
they aren't segregated Russia. you see monu- night they can make
from the grocery stores. ments to great schol- more money than their
They stand in lines ars, poets and artists, parents have evermade
looking through the whereaSintheU.S.you in.their lifetime."
barred windows at the see skyscrapers named
Even the RuSSian
stacks ofstuffavailable after people like arsenalisforsale. 'The
inthegrocerystore.and Rockefeller." This technologyisbeingsold
they want it."
points to the more in the streets. I bought
Beny made one scholarly mind of the 12 night vision scopes.
~l!J[)
thousand rubles in Russians. "Even a I was able to get them
stipend .for attending peasant is scholarly in through customs by
classes at MLU. ThiS is his own way."
bribing them."
By Chns Zammarelll
Managing Editor

II

easily bribed. "I would
be stopped by the po-

Uce and I could pay
them just a dollar and
they would go away.
You could shoot' someone in Moscow. then
bribe the cop and he
wl1l take care of the
body. That is no exaggeration."
RussianS. as history proves. are a patient people. If revolution is calling. Beny is
not sure. "I have to see
how patient they are
dUring the winter. n
He doesn't see the
Russians putting up
with these conditions.
however. 'Withtherich
getting rteher and the
poor getting more destitute. something is going to crack. I can't
envision the Russians
laying down and dying.
The Russians can do
anything they want.
They are starting at
base level." .
As for Beny. he is
planning ongoing back
to RuSSia. "I have a job
teaching English starting February. I am not
fond of the American
wayoflife. I preferlMng
in Russia."

II
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Part-Time Sales·=i
$11.25/ Hour

•

No Experience Necessary

•

All Majors

•

Flexible Hours

Bristol, RI
,Location

. Please Call:
(201) 305-5950

National Services Inc.
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. Hawks start season by kicking it to Mass
Maritime and Western New England College
'. SC9tt Flood le~ds the team with three goals and one assist;
fellow teammate Lola Gutierrez contri~utes one goal thus far
By Tom Wetzel
Slat! V'Jrller

After posting two
early victories. a second consecutive Commonwealth Coast Conference title this season
is the goal of the RWU
men's soccer team.
The Hawk booters
opened the 1992 campaignwith 2-1 victories
over both Massachusetts Maritime Academy and Western New
England College. Scott
Flood of Manchester.
CT. and Sevilla. Spain
native Lolo Gutierrez
provided the offensive
spark in the first two
games.
Flood alreadY has
three goals from the
first two games as well
as an assist. Gutierrez
contributed a goal
which he got in, the
Western New England
game. FreshmanJuan
Uran had two assists in

the Western New England game. GoalkeeperTomArcart only
allowed one goal and
had five saves in the
Mass Maritime game.
Mike Street. the returning goalkeeper
from 1991. had seven
saves and allowed one
goal in the secoIid
game..
The Hawkdefense·
has also sparkled in the
young season anchored
by strong efforts in goal
by returnee.' junior
Mike Street ofDanbury. :
CT. and last year's'
starter senior Tom:
Acari. Street returns to
the team this season
after concentrating on
studies in 1991. He
was the team's starting
goaltender in 1990. He
played in 18 games that
year with a goals
against average of 1.30.
This season he expects
to spltt tlmewlthArcart.
Head coach Jim

Cook returns as head
coach this season along
with his assistant Dave
Plourde. This will be
Cook's third season at
the helm and Plourde
will be at his side for his

In hisftrst two seasons, Jim Cook
posted a 20-18-4 reCord and the
school~jirst winning season since
1986. Despite losing the topfour

scorers from last year's 10-7-3

championship team, Cook remains
optimistic that his returnees
can pick up the slack.

there's a person

He is the top returning
scorer from 1991. He
earned All-Conference
First Team honors last
season.
Beauregard. who
is last season's fifth
leading scorer, will play
both at forward positions and in the midfield. The senior will be
hoping to avoid nagging injuries that hampered his play last
season. This will be his
third straight year as a
starter.

The Hawks will
also be looking for big
be able to both score efforts from the other
second season.
In his first two and add defensive sup- 1991 returnees. Key
seasons Cook posted a port
from
his performances are expected from seniorTodd
20-18-4 record and the sweeperback position.
Joining Rivoira Forti of Madison. CT.
school's first winning
season since 1986. will be fellow tri-cap- and senior Chris GrifDespite lOSing the top tains .Craig Rogers of fin of Walpole. NH.
four scorers from last Fanwood. NJ. and Ron Booth will be playing
season's
10-7-3 Beauregard of Salem. the back position.
Sophomore Chris
championship team. MA. Rogers should
Cook remains optimis- provide much leader- Portelli from Middletic that his returnees ship from the rilid-field. town. NJ. junior Curtis

L'=::::::::==========================:::::::.J

Join The Messenger's
Advertising Staff
Now,

can pick up the slack.
He will be looking to
senior captain Scott
Rivoira of Sandwich.
MA. to provide much of
the leadership this
season. Rivoira should

ooo~

~

Coach Cook will
also be looking for help
from an abundance of
talented newcomers to
the team. Michael
Rego, Juan Uran and.
Alex Schali, all ofRhode
Island, should provide
depth at all positions.
Michael Foley of
Duxbury. MA. could be
a big performer for the
team at forward.
The upcoming
schedule should provide an early test for
the Hawks. After a
home game against
Eastern Nazarene College on Saturday. the
Hawks then face four
consecutive
road
games. These games
will be a strong indication as to whether the
team will defend its title.

Career Services is now hiring

Career Assistants
for the 1992-1993 academic year!

who worKed for

Qualifications:

the Messenger
Advertising
StaffI

Earn extra cash
Meet new people
Fun and easy
Looks great on a resume

VerdiofBetheI. CT. and
sophomore Tom Roach
of Billerica. MA. who
returns from last 'season.

*. Must
be a junior
.or senior
* Must
be available
at least 10 hours
*

per week
Ml:lst exhibit strong
communication skills

Benefits:

*
*
*

Stipend provided
Excellent training
Gain valuable ~d
marketable experience
Application Deaclline:
september 29, 1992

For more information, call Chuck Shaw
254-3257 or 254-3229
Read about national affairs in The Torture Garden

Applications and job descriptions are
available at Career SeIVices, Maple Hall

So hurry to
Career Services!

,
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Men's Soccer-Scott Rivoira
Craig Rodgers
Ron Beauregard

Women's Soccer-Tracey Wilchusky
Candace Casucci
Lauren Servais

Women's Volleyball-Jessie Barnum
Terri Welch

Coed Sailing-Pete Coward

Coed-Golf-Justin Reyher

.

Women's Tennis-Stephanie Dardanello

***Those students interested in Women's Basketball should report to the Rae Center in the Alumni· room on
Tuesday, Sept. 22, at 5:00p.m.

*-There will be a meeting for all interested in Men's Tennis Tuesday, Sept. 22 at 6:00p.m., in the Ree Center
Alumni Room.
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Cultural Elite: Woody and.Mia and Alan and Soon-Yi~
By Peter Milan
Entertainment Editor

Well. kiddies. every few months or so. a
controversy. erupts in
the entertainment
community that gets
everyone moist with the
juices of their own anger. And, for the past
few weeks, that controversy has been the
dreaded Woody-MiaSoon-Yiluv triangle.
For those of you
who have wised up and
not paid any attention
to this story, here's the
scoop. Woody Allen,
acclaimed fUm director
and uglyguy,lived with
.Mia Farrow, not-sougly actresS and serial
adopter, on and off for
about twelve years.
Then, in the past
few weeks, Mia and
Woody have been em-

broiled in a public two cents in by hiring (starring Woody, Mia,
catftght over Woody's notorious attorney Alan Sydney Pollack. J~dy
affair with Mia's Dershowitz to handle Davis, Blythe Danner,
case.
The and the sexy yet buckadopted daughter, her
Dershman has been toothed Juliette Lewis)
Soon-Yi Prev1n.
Woody, for his noted for defending feature~ the woOdman
part, has claimed that Leona Helmsley. Mike cheating on his faithful
he wants custody of
wife (played by
his and Mia's chilMia, natch) with
dren, while Mia has
a nineteen-year
'TheWoodmans over
countered by acold college stufifty years old.
cusing the Wooddent (as porHow manyftfty-plus'
man of sexually
trayed
by Miss
men do you know who
abusing
their
without
Lewis,
aren't attracted to
daughter, Dylan.
those
nasty
beautiful young girls?"
.
Naturally, this
cornrows she
-Peter MUan
has resulted in
wore to the Osmuch tsk-tsking on
cars). Supposthe part of liberals, Tyson, Claus Von' edly, Woody thought he
conservatives and Bulow and other good, could write offhis affair
pretty much anyone in law-abiding folk. Mia with Soon-Vi as "rebetween. Woody has herself has come off as .search."
been labeled as a dirty a woman wronged. AdSo what's the real
old man and a child mittedly, a rather dim story here? Okay,
·abuser,.despite his at-· woman wronged.
Woody screwed up real
tempts to clear his
Adding in to all the bad. You do not have /
name by talking tolllm: fun is. the fact that sex
with
your
Woody's new film, girlfriend's stepdaugh·and Newsweek.
Mia hasgottenher HUSbands allil .~, ter, not even if your

girlfriend loses her sex
appeal (but then again,
we're talking about
Woody Allen here).
Didn't he learn anything from Jerry Lee
Lewis?
On the other'
hand, his only real
crime is being attracted
to a beautffulyounggirl.
The Woodman's over
fifty years old. How
many 50+ men do you
know who aren't attracted to beautiful
younggtrls? (Ofcourse,
leaving a pile of nude
photos around was not
much of a bright idea.)
Then there's Mia,
who is probably still in
a state of shock over
the whole thing. She's
the one who brought
sexual charges against
Allen. I hate to tell you
this, kids, but that's
become one ofthe most

vicious tricks in the divorce book. People will
.ciImost always believe a
woman over a man
when sexual charges
are ffied.
My guess is
Woodywill probably not
end up with custody,
but he will still have
Soon-Vi and oodles of
cash. Mia will get the
kids, but she's almost
broke (would you give
millions of dollars to a
woman who starred in
September?) and will
have to get a few sympathy jobs from Hollywood friends before
she's back on her feet
again.
One good thing
has come out of this,
though-Woody's next
film will be Manhattan
M~rderMyste!y, which
is-oh, rapture! oh,
joy!-a comedy.
-

I

Hollywood unleashes its big guns forfatl
rtngupcontroversyfor (1& Femme Nikita), back everyone from the
some anti-American Anthony
LaPaglia first film for some creEntertainment Editor
statementsbeingmade (Whispers.in ~ I2ark) ative anarchy in the Big
Now that the
inhisnewfilm,Malcolm and Robert Loggia.
Apple. while Steven
summer movie season
X. This is said to be his
The biggest com- Seagalretumsinllllikr
is over. the studios are
llm (with about the edy .of the season is ~. the first of his
hitting the audience
same running time, likely to be Hcm. which films without three
with gobs and gobs.oc..
too). -but he's been stars Dustin Hoffman words in the title.
films. Around NovemhaVing
legendary as a small-time crook
Joe Pesci and
ber and December,
battles with the studio who rescues a large Barbara Hershey tum
things will get a little
over the budget (he group of people from a up in a thriller called
went $5 million over). plane crash. When IW: Public~. while
snooty. butfornow.get
pumped for a good time
the length (if Oliver newswoman Geena Kevin Kline and Mary
for your $7.50.
Stone got three hours, Davis offers a reward to Elizabeth Mastrantonio
First of all, there
so should Spike) arid the unknown hero. tum up in Consenti~
are the films that seem
the opening scene (an Hoffman steps forward Adults. another thriller
designed to win Oscars. lastsongscom~by American flag bUrning to collect-only to find from Alan J. Pakula.
For instance. soon-Billy the team behind l1ls:. . away into a huge X). that Andy Garcia has the director of er.t:.
Crystal will be releas-· IJ11ls:. Mermaid and Denzel Washington stepped in. This was . sumed Innocent.
tngML. SaturdayIDih1. Beauty awl Dlc Beast. stars as the slain. black directed by Stephen
Lastyear's biggest
his dtreetorial debut. Williams is the voice of advocate.
Frears.
kiddie hit was :Ih.e.
This one centers on the a genie.
Daniel Day-Lewis
Garcia also stars Mdams Family: this
life oCBuddyYoungJr., Of course, if you turns up in what could in a new thriller, ~ year it looks to be S1!:
a mythical borscht-belt really want an Oscar be one of the biggest ~~. alongside ~.MaD2 Brothers. It
comedian created by contender.lookatJack hitsofthefallulhcLut Uma Thurman. John stars Bob Hoskins and
Crystal for MSaturday Nicholson's two new gf 1hs: Mohicans. Day- Malkovich and Lance John Leguizamo as the
NJghtL1ve."Italsostars films. People are al- Lewis stars as James Henriksen.
fighting plumbers, and
Helen Hunt, Ron Silver, ready talking double FetnmoreCooper'shero'
Home Alone.2: DennisHopperasKing
JulieWamerandDavid nominations for his" Hawkeye, sort of like 1&S11n~YQrkbrtngs Koopa.
Paymer, Crystal's co- work in H2tIa and ~ Dances ~ Wolves.
starfrom~SUckers. ~ ~ Mm. HgJI'a. b.ut not· a's terribly
Tim
Robbins was directed by and co- . sensith{e. It costars
makes his directorial starsDanny~Vito(the Madeline Stowe.
debut with ~ Bmc Joker and th,e Penguinl
a
Mmocku- Together at lastl). and
BlTfENOUGHOF
mentatry" about a fas- is, natch, the story of THIS -HIGHBROW
ciSt folksinger turned missing. labor leader .CRAP!! Let's get to the
senatorial candidate. Jimmy Hoffa.
stuff people are really
Thisone'salreadybeen
~ ~ ~ Mm going to.go"see. 1kam
acclaimed by many as . is more of a thriller. It Stoker's~Dracula'is a
one of the best films of stars Tom Cruise as a retelling-of the vampire
the year. and has to be Naval defense lawyer tale. starring Gary
considered a strong. who has to defen~ two Oldman.
Winona
Oscarcontenderin this Marines (Kiefer Suther- Ryder. Keanu Reeves.
year of the Mcultural land and Kevin Bacon) Richard E. Grant. Cary
elite." It also stars Alan against
murder Elwes. Bill Campbell,
Rickman (Robin Hggd: charges. Nicholson is Sadie Frost. Tom Waits
Prince gf Thieves) and· the base commander 'and Anthony ·Hopkins.
author Gore Vidal.
who wants to keep a lid It was directed by
It's impossible to on things. It co-stars Francis Ford Coppola.
Speaking of vamtell if Ian will be an Demi Moore and Kevin .
Oscar contender. sim- Pollak. and was di- pires. John Landis diply because no o~e reeted by Rob Reiner. reets Innocent !llQQd.
seemstoknowwhattts
Spike Lee 1.s ~t1r- 'starr1ng~eParrilaud'

By Peter Milan

ua.

about. However, we
might as well put it on
this list simply for the
talent invovled-it was
directed by Barry
Levinson (BYi:OO and
stars Robin wnu8lJlS.
Joan·-Cnsack (both
former nominees).
Robin Wright. and L.L.
Cool J. You heard me.
Robin Williams
turns up again in
Aladdin. the all-new
Disney "instant classic. ~ This features the

Finally. three of
our bigger male stars
tum up this fall in action/adventure roles.
Wesley Snipes gets his
first star vehicle in
Passerwer.5.Z.. a Die
Hard rip-ofT set on a
plane.
Mel Gibson costars with Jamie Lee
Curtis and Gabrielle
Anwar tn .Forever
Younll, an adventure
about a pilot cryogenically frozen from the
forties to the nineties..
Kevin Costner costars with Whitney
Houston in ~ ~
~ . which looks to
be one of the biggest
hits of the season. All
in all. it looks like a
pretty good fall for
movies: head down to
YQur local theater and
keep Hollywood in
. business.

Taylo~ Rental
,

'

We rent:

.Stud~nt-size Refrig.erators· ~
(Semester rates available)
333 Market Street (Rt. 136)
Warren, RI

247-0400

"Free Delivery!!
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PART-TIME: SALES

Sprmg Break '93

The Bay Room

$ 11.25/HOUR

sell Trips, Earn cash
and GO FREEIII

RWU's Bay Room

No Experience
Necessary ,

Bristol, Rl'
Location

Student Travel Services
is now hiring campus
representatives:
Ski packages
also available.

Call (201) 305·5950

call 1-800-648-4849

FOR SALE

PART-TIME: Client
Services Rep
Tuition Funding Company

,

Full-sized futon
mattress,
Neutral cover
Never used

$70
1971 Camaro,
six cylinders .
47,000 original miles
$2,000

, 253-6741

in Middletown seeks
dedicated, hardworking
individual to handle incoming
telephone inquires. Work
around your class schedule
and earn money and
possible credits.
80% service and
20% sales.
Hourly wage plus bonus.
call 849-1550
and ask for Cyndl

,'

,

is now openl
Hours of operation
will be
Monday through. Friday
11 :3Oam to 1:30pm

GREEKS AND CLUBS

RAISE A COOL
$1000
In ...... oneWHkI
PkJs $1000
for the member who callsI
No obligation. No cost.
You also get a FREE
HEADPHONE RADIO
just for'calling
1-800-932-G528, Ext. 65

NOTEWORTHY
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School of Architecture
accreditation extended
l'rompage 1
the report bestows the
highest of praises on
the faculty. the dean
and the students. Of
the program in general. the report
states. 'The school
has shown remarkable growth and
maturation in itsshort
history. The program
exhibits many marks
of distinction as a
school of architecture.
Within the
context of schools of
architecture like
Syracuse. Cornell and
Yale. the ability ofthe
school to distingUish
itself is remarkable. "
Much of the
credit for the education provided belongs
to the faculty. ofwhom
the report states. !be
faculty is able and
resourceful. hard
working and dedicated. Its members
show a "serious concern for students and
their education. The
adjunct faculty represents the best of the
professional
resourees-itl the area:'~
According to the
report. the school has
attracted ·students
who are bright. interested andmotivated.·
And in praise of Dean
~J Saksena. the report states. ·The
to

school is headed by a
dean who accepts responsibility. works
hard. pays attention to
detail and is completely
dedicated to the his
work."
The report then
adds. "The central administration of the college is proud of the
School of Architecture
and has been willing to
provide the resources
needed for the school's
development...
It is with the confidence that the central
administration will
continue to provide the
necessary resources
that the accrediting
board awarded the five
year tenn despite the
need for some changes
in the program. Just
as the team did not
hesitate to report the
strengths of the program. they did not
stammer in making
recommendations for
the program.
Of the eleven recommendations given.
two require the creation
of positions that currently-do not exist. but
are the nonnfor schools
of architecture. The
team spoke definitively
as they address concerns stated earlier in
the report. 'Take steps
immediately to create a
new administrative po-

sition. that of assistant to the dean." In
addition the repo'rt
calls for the administration to "take steps
immediately to create a new faculty position. This position
should inch-Ide halftime teaching responsibilities and
half-time responsibilities for the coordination "of the curriculum. presiding at
faculty committees
and maintaining effective communication between the faculty and the administration."
It , is evident
from the report that
the team was impressed with what
they found in the
School of Architecture. Yet. it is equally
evident that they expect the school, to
maintain the high
level of development
it has established.
For the school to not
maintain this level
would represent huge
steps backWards. as
Itwoulctrep1'esent not'
only a failure to meet
expectations. but
also a squandering of
the vast resources of
time. money and energy already invested
in the School of Architecture.

Not everyone pleased with
change to university

y

l'rompage 1
more Laura Ruggio
said. !bey don't even
act like a University.
Nothing has changed
except the name."
This is the way
some people want it.
Claudia Aluti. a sophomore. said. ·1 hope the
school stays as it is. As
long as the student to
Iteacher contact remains close. it's cool."
Dr. Mark Gould.
dean of the School of
Science and Mathematics. agreed. ·As
long as we maintain the
environment for undergraduate contacts
that have been the
hallmark ofwhat we've
been doing. who cares
what the name is going
to be?"
Forbes maintained that the- name
change will not change
the relationship between students and
teachers. "The only

criticism that I have cause ·college.· to interheard is that the name national students. is
change will take away more like ]unior colthe idea ofa college that lege.' ..
is a small. personal.
wann. friendly school.
What seems to be
The idea of a university an interesting nagging
is something large and point is the actual proimpersonal. which we nunciation of ·RWU."
are not."
Geoff Clark. a creative
Tierney. however. writing teacher. said.
believes that the con- '''RWC' has a crisper
cept of ·university" sound than ·RWU.·..
might be a deterrent for Two students. sophopotential students. more TIm Fitzroy and
·Students looking for a freshman Tony Cimato
small college will see suggested the school be
the name 'university' called "The University
and not look past the of Roger Williams."
In the end. Forbes
name to see it is a small
thbikstheschoolmade
schooL"
Forbes. however. the right choice. "A
sees the name change university by definition
in a more positive light. has to focus on profesespecially in regards to sional programs.
Tierney reflects a
international students.
"With a program -like more cynical view.
engineering. some stu- "People were laughing
dents from overseas at the idea of Johnson
didn't want to go to an and Wales University
engineering school lo- and they're laughing
cated at a college be- hard at us."
to
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RWU counseling center
and health services
provide information and
help for those sufrering
from eating disorders
By Terri Welch
Staff

Writer

There are many pressures on women and men to measure up to
society's standards for being the 'ideal woman' or 'ideal man.' This person
must be competent. attractive. successful (academically or in the work
place). equally successful in attracting friends and lovers and especially
THIN. These pressures are prompted by the media. advertising. one's own
friends and family and ultimately are self-promoted as well.
Certainly the "college atmosphere can intensify these pressures - an
environment where most social events take place around eating and
drinking whether in college dining halls. at private parties or while having
late night snacks. Certain extracurricular activities such as competitive
athletics or dance put high premiums on weight maintenance and weight
control for both man and women.
Many students believe that thinner is better. People with eating
disorders believe it so deeply that their weight and dieting success become
the measure of their self-esteem. Thinking that eating is the cause and
result ofmany of their problems. they become trapped in a vicious cycle of
repeated. ritualistic and rigid behavior focused on food. Studies show that
one in 200 females. aged 12 to 18 have a severe case of anorexia and five
percent have bulimia. Males account for five to 10 percent of these cases.
These disorders are obsessive; that is. most victims cannot stop their selfdestructive behavior without profeSSional medical and psychological help.
Left untreated. either disorder can become chronic and can result in severe
health damage. even death.
According to the American College Health Association brochure on
eating disorders:
"
AacIireDoa,are often thin to the notnt of emaciation. but are afraid to
ga weight. They may ave symptoms caused by severe weight loss:- dry
skin and hair. cold hands and feet. general weakness. constipation and
digestive problems. insomnia and loss ofmenstrual periods. As the weight
loss progresses. more severe problems may develop. such as increased'
susceptibility to infections. stress fractures. severe chemical imbalances
and weakness of the heart muscle that can lead to death.
BuUmlcs may be of average or slightly above average weight. They
usually do most of their binging and purging secretly. and have rapid
weight gains and losses. They purge through self-induced vomiting.
abusing laxatives and diuretics. fasting or overexercising. and are subject
to medical problems caused by their purging methods as well as their
eating habits. Medical problems include dehydration. constipation and
digestive disorders. severe dental problems and muscle weakness. As
bulimia progresses. ulcers and life-threatening heart irregularities may
~~.

.

Many anorexics may binge and purge like buUmics. They suffer
from a combination of anorexic and bulimic symptoms.
Compulsive overeaten are usually overweight and may become
obese. As their weight increases,they may begin to suffer from shortness
ofbreath. high blood pressure and joint problems. If they become severely
obese. their problems can progress to osteoarthritis and life threatening
disorders such as heart and gall bladder diseases and diabetes.
RWU has many resources available for help with students who have
eating disorders or are dealing with friends and family suffering from the
disorder. The Center for Counseling and Student Development. located in
Dorm 1. unit 9 (ext. 3124) provides individual counseling in a confidential
setting by tra1n~d psychologists and social workers. Also. an Eating
Disorder Group meets weeklY. ,For further infonnation contact RomeIYn
" Woodfuff. MARN. C.S. at ext. 3124. Also. Health Services in Donn 1 (ext.
3516) provides medical care for students with eating disorders and works
closely with the counseling center. A Health Educator also provides
nutrition analysis and dietary recommendations for compulsive overeaters.
Consultations are free and confidential.
(Article written in cooperation with Donna Lynn Darmody. M.S.
Health Educator. RWU)

Don's -~~7DPg;;;::.~
Art Shop

--

Art and drafting supplies
10% discount to
Open: Monday through Friday 9 to 6
all faculty and
.
Saturday 9-5
students of RWU 543 Main Streett Warren t RI 254-4583
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forums

.

Presents:

Peter Burchell
"Environmental Issues
of the 90 's. "
As the Cousteau Society's newest team member and speaker,
Peter Burtchell brings the fasinating world of Cousteau Society
expeditions and the beautiful world of our environment to the
public. ,
A former National Park Ranger/Naturalist, Mr. Burtchell's
assignments have included Yellowstone National Park, Everglades
National Park, Statue of Liberty - Ellis Island National Monument
and Gateway National Recreation Area.
At the 1984,Summer Olympic Games, he served as Goodwill
Ambassador Jot the National Parks and the United States Government, and during the centennial restoration of the Statue of Liberty,
he served as historian and language interpreter.
'

Begins at 8:30pm

Wednesday, September 23rd
Co-sponsered by the School of Science and Mathematics.
Direct any questions to Bill O'Connell, Director of Auxiliary and Student Activities
254-3153

